Your Business,
Secured
5 Ways Office 365 Protects Your Email Information

We’ve made
email security
our priority, so
you don’t have to
make it yours.
Email is the gateway to any small business, but securing that gateway
doesn’t need to be a massive undertaking. With Office 365, email
data is private, secure, and protected from advanced threats—all while
remaining mobile and accessible from anywhere. Customers don’t
need to be security-savvy to benefit from Office 365’s security features.
These features are all built-in and upgrade update automatically, so
your small business always has the best protection, with no heavy
lifting on your end. Flip through to learn how Office 365 can protect
your business’ email from any your favorite devices, at all times.
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Your data stays
private and under
your control.
Any cloud-based solution for hosted
email is only as good as its data privacy
and service provider transparency. You
need confidence in where the data
resides, who has access, and what’s being
done with your information.
We guarantee continual access to your software and data through
our commitment to deliver 99.9% uptime—with a financially backed
guarantee. We’re always accountable to you. Whether it’s reporting on
incidents that may impact you, proactive controls that you can use to
maintain organizational compliance, or the freedom to take your data
with you when you want—Office 365 is built on the core tenet that it’s
your data.
Unlike other hosted email providers, we don’t mine your data to serve
up distracting ads while you’re working. We don’t share your data with
third parties. Data is used only to better match Office 365 services to
your needs.

Unlike other hosted email providers,
we don’t mine your data to serve up
distracting ads while you’re working.
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Your email stays
safe with advanced
protection.
You need to know your team’s emails
will stay secure however or wherever
they work.
For external threats, Office 365 gives you the option of using Exchange
Online Advanced Threat Protection to secure mailboxes against
sophisticated attacks in real time. Every email attachment or link is
automatically evaluated for suspicious activity, and malicious content
is neutralized before chance of a risk. There is no need to install
additional virus-scanning software. Once Exchange Online Advanced
Threat Protection is implemented, better zero-day protection begins.

FACT:

In 2014, 50% of
American adults had
personal information
exposed to hackers.
—“How many times has your information
been exposed to hackers?”, New York Times,
July 29, 2015.

To protect information internally, you can control access permissions
to email using information rights management (IRM) to keep
unauthorized people from printing, forwarding, or copying sensitive
information. Using data loss prevention (DLP), you can control
transport rules, actions, and exceptions so you have the control you
need without affecting mail flow.
While employees use Office 365 through Outlook on the Web, data
stays protected with enterprise-level authentication and security
certification. We know how important it is for you to have your
software and data available to you when you need it, so you’ll always
have a 99.9% uptime financially backed guarantee.
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Your mobile device
can securely access
email from anywhere.
Smartphones and tablets give employees
the freedom to work from internet accessible
locations whenever they want.
But with that freedom comes the chance that important business data may get
compromised. The combination of Outlook 2016 and Exchange Online protects
email tools like calendars and contacts on your favorite device. You’re covered
against viruses, spam, or phishing attacks.
Office 365 takes security even further with mobile device management (MDM).
Manage access to Office 365 data across a range of phones and tablets, including
iOS, Android, and Windows Phone devices. Set up policies that ensure company
email and documents can be accessed only on phones and tablets in your Office
365 service.
If a device does get lost or stolen, security features help prevent access by
unauthorized users. You can even remove Office 365 company data from an
employee’s device—leaving their personal data in place. Mobilize your business
without increasing security risks.

93%

of small businesses have remote workers
who rely on mobile technology.

—10
Tech Tips eBook
September 2015
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Your software
security features
upgrade
automatically.
As a business owner, it’s important
for your team to have the latest
versions of essential applications.
And wouldn’t it be nice if upgrades
occurred without the high costs
and time-suck that come with an
IT department?

FACT:

After 3 years, small
businesses saved
$4.9k in reduced
security, risk, and
compliance costs.

—TEI
by Forrester for Microsoft
Office 365, August 2015

Office 365 makes it easy to provide your users with the business
email and software they need to stay productive. Automatic
patching eliminates the time and effort of maintaining your
system. Plus it eliminates one of the most common sources of
security breaches—admins who fall behind on patching their
systems and deploying critical security updates.
Office 365 keeps upgrades and patches up-to-date in a
predictable manner across all your registered devices. And, with
a 99.9% financially backed uptime you can count on your email
always being up and running—safely and securely.
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You’re confident
in your email
compliance.
Think about all the sensitive customer
information you have stored via email
year after year. When a compliance issue
hits, can you quickly and accurately
gather the requested information?
With Office 365, your email automatically adheres to 10 rigorous privacy
compliance standards across a variety of industries, including medical
(HIPPA), government and homeland security (DPAS & FISMA), education
(FERPA), and banking.
In the event of an information request, Office 365 makes it simple to find,
analyze, and package the required electronic content. Privacy controls let
you instantly grant access to whoever needs to gather the information.
Organization, security, and discovery of your most confidential data begin
the moment you start using Office 365. This out-of-the-box setup ensures
your business email stays true to whichever privacy compliance standards
you follow.

With Office 365, companies report a
45% reduction in the implementation
effort required for compliance.
—TEI by Forrester for Microsoft Office 365, August 2015

Security that
moves your
business ahead.
Unleash your business’ potential with
Office 365. Give your employees with
internet access a familiar Outlook experience
that enables them to work together in new
ways—virtually anytime, anywhere—and put
20 years of Microsoft security experience to
work safeguarding your organization’s data.

To learn how Office 365 can help
you get business done securely,
visit office.com/business

